For polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) operating at very high current, prevention of anode dry-out through enhanced back flux of water and restriction of evaporation is required. In this work, back flux of water to the anode is engineered using an asymmetric anode and cathode micro-porous layer (MPL) configuration. Extensive experimental tests have been conducted to study the impact of thermal and mass transport resistances on the net water flux coefficient for extremes of wet and dry operating conditions. The net water drag coefficient was measured in the range of −0.17 to +0.18 depending on the operating conditions and material configurations. A simplified model has also been developed to investigate the effect of temperature gradient on the net water drag coefficient. It is shown that with an asymmetric configuration, the net flux of water can be reversed under certain conditions, greatly enhancing high current density performance. For wet operating conditions, the cell configuration with asymmetric mass transport resistance can be utilized to tailor the back flux of water. For dry operating conditions, the thermal resistance is the key controlling parameter to affect the net water drag. Water management remains an important topic in polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) systems. Water is required to keep the membrane hydrated to maintain ionic conductivity. However, excessive liquid-water accumulation in the gas flow channels and in the porous media (gas diffusion layer (GDL), and catalyst layers) limits reactants' transport to the electrocatalyst (a phenomenon called flooding). The membrane's transport properties are known to be a strong function of water content within the membrane. Extensive dry-out at the anode side and subsequent conductivity loss results in poor overall performance. Several passive and active approaches have been utilized for water management within the PEFCs (e.g. Refs. 1-6). A good review of these techniques has been provided in Ref. 7 and a recent review of water transport within PEFCs is discussed in Ref. 8. The micro-porous layer (MPL) at the electrodes have been used to improve the performance of PEFC via water management. Pasaogullari et al.
Water management remains an important topic in polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) systems. Water is required to keep the membrane hydrated to maintain ionic conductivity. However, excessive liquid-water accumulation in the gas flow channels and in the porous media (gas diffusion layer (GDL), and catalyst layers) limits reactants' transport to the electrocatalyst (a phenomenon called flooding). The membrane's transport properties are known to be a strong function of water content within the membrane. Extensive dry-out at the anode side and subsequent conductivity loss results in poor overall performance. Several passive and active approaches have been utilized for water management within the PEFCs (e.g. Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A good review of these techniques has been provided in Ref. 7 and a recent review of water transport within PEFCs is discussed in Ref. 8 . The micro-porous layer (MPL) at the electrodes have been used to improve the performance of PEFC via water management. Pasaogullari et al. 9 modeled the two-phase transport in the porous layers of a PEFC cathode side. Their modeling results predicted that the existence of a MPL in the cathode side enhances liquid-water removal and reduces liquid saturation in the catalyst layer. Weber and Newman 10 explored the effects of MPL in terms of water management using a two-phase flow and membrane model. Their simulation predicted that the MPL acts as a valve that pushes water away from the GDL in the cathode side through the membrane and accordingly minimizes flooding. Yan et al. 11 measured the net water flux transferred across the membrane under various operating conditions. They measured the net flux coefficients ranging from +0.93 to −0.2 depending on the current density and humidification of feed gases. R. Zaffou et al. 12 quantified the temperature-gradient-driven water transport within the PEFC and they found that the magnitude of temperature-gradientdriven water flux is proportional to the temperature gradient and the average temperature. Atiyeh et al. 13 studied the role of a MPL on the water transport and performance of the PEFC. Their results indicated that the presence of MPL improves the cell performance but it does not affect the net water drag coefficient. Spernjak et al. 14 conducted experiments to visualize the liquid water formation and transport in an operational single-serpentine PEFC. They observed no liquid water in the anode flow field unless cathode GDLs had an MPL. They concluded that the MPL on the cathode side creates a pressure barrier for water produced at the catalyst layer pushing the water across the membrane to the anode side, resulting in anode flow field flooding close to the H 2 exit. Husar et al. 15 measured the water transfer through the membrane due to the three different mechanisms of water transfer, i.e., electro-osmotic drag, diffusion and hydraulic permeation. It is important to note that hydraulic pressure gradient across the MEA is the result of a gas phase pressure gradient or as a result of capillary pressure gradient across the MEA. Gostick et al. 16 measured the capillary pressure and water saturation at the point of water breakthrough in GDL. Based on their observation, water percolation through the MPL results in limited access of water to the GDL inlet face and therefore dramatically reducing GDL saturation. The capillary pressure measurement in the catalyst layers within the PEFCs have also been conducted recently. 17 Kim and Mench 18 investigated phase-change-induced (PCI) water transport through porous fuel cell materials subjected to a temperature gradient. They observed a net flux of water to flow from the hot to the cold side of the catalyst layer (CL) and diffusion medium (DM). They developed Arrhenius functions to describe the net water drag where these functions were dependent on material set, temperature gradient, and average temperature across the materials. The same group studied the water transport in PEFC membranes subjected to a temperature gradient for different polymer membrane types (non-reinforced Nafion, and reinforced Gore-Select and Flemion membranes). 19 They observed thermo-osmosis flux in all membranes and measured the water flow direction in the membrane from the cold to hot side. Also, their results showed that the water flux was proportional to temperature gradient, increased with average membrane temperature and membrane type and reinforcement affected the net flux. Malevich et al. 20 investigated the influence of the MPL on polarization and electrochemical impedance behavior of PEFC. Based on their data, PEFCs with an MPL showed higher performance and lower variability in the charge-transfer and masstransfer regions of the polarization curve. They concluded that the presence of a MPL helps reducing the water saturation in the porous transport layer improving the oxygen transport to the cathode catalyst layer. Kim et al. 21 utilized electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to study the electrochemical losses as a function of the MPL arrangement in PEFC. They observed that the oxygen-mass-transport resistance of cells in the presence of an MPL on the cathode are lower
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Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 163 (8) F933-F944 (2016) that the values of the cells with MPL on both electrodes and cells without MPL indicating the molar concentration of oxygen at the reaction surface of the catalyst layer is higher. Therefore, they concluded that the MPL forces the liquid water from the cathode side to the anode side and decreases the liquid saturation in GDL at high current densities. Owejan et al. 22 studied the different water transport mechanisms in the gas diffusion layer of PEFCs. They showed that the cathode MPL improves PEFC performance by providing a thermal barrier that keeps the flow in PCI mode away from cathode and prevents back flux of water. More details regarding the current understanding of the water management within PEFC are available in Ref. 8 .
For PEFC systems operating at high current densities such as those found in automotive applications, anode dry-out resulting from excessive electro-osmotic flux of water to the cathode has been shown to be a key limiting phenomenon. 23, 24 One potential method to engineer the back flux of water to the anode is to utilize an asymmetric anode and cathode micro-porous layer configuration. We have investigated this idea in our previous work 25 and recently R. Schweiss 26 explored the advantages of utilizing the asymmetric gas diffusion media within the PEFC via comparing the polarization curves of different asymmetric cell assemblies. Although the previous studies have shown the promise of utilizing the asymmetric gas diffusion media on the performance of PEFCs, the effect of thermal and mass transport resistance specifically in the MPL on overall water balance within the cell is not completely understood, so that the impact of various thermal and mass transport resistance of MPL configurations is not straightforward. The motivation of this work is to understand the range of ability to engineer net water drag through MPL configurations with asymmetric mass and heat transport properties. Another objective is to further decouple the interaction between thermal and mass transport resistance in water management and net water drag coefficient.
Experimental
Water transport across the PEFC occurs by several driving modes, including gradients in potential, concentration, temperature and pressure. 27 These driving modes are shown schematically in Fig. 1 . As depicted in Fig. 1 , the pressure driven flow across the PEM is one of the driving forces for the water transport. The pressure gradient across the PEM occurs as a result of gas phase or capillary pressure differential. Previous studies on the pressure driven water transport across the PEM has shown that the effect of this mode of transport is at least one order of magnitude smaller than of the other transport mechanisms across the PEM for cells under standard conditions. 15 The other water transport mechanisms across the PEM are diffusion, electro-osmosis and thermos-osmosis. Weber and Newman According to Eq. 1, the water flux is driven by electro-osmosis (first term) and gradient in the chemical potential (second term). Within Eq. 1, n d is the water electro-osmotic drag coefficient, α is the transport coefficient and μ 0 is the chemical potential of water. It has been shown in some previous work that the electro-osmotic drag coefficient is a function of the water content with the ion-exchange membrane and is 1.0 for vapor-equilibrated Nafion membranes and is 2.5 for liquid-equilibrated condition. 29 According to Eq. 1, the diffusion of water across the PEM is due to the gradient in the activity of water across the membrane. A thorough analysis of water diffusion across Nafion N115 has been conducted by Motupally et al. 30 where they fit the experimental diffusion data in the form of Fickian diffusion transport. Electro-osmotic drag of water across the PEM has also been investigated in more detail with the purpose of measuring the electroosmotic drag coefficient. 29, 31, 32 Zawodzinski et al. 29 have reported the electro-osmotic drag coefficient of water across Nafion membranes as a function of water content of the membrane and they concluded that for the perfluorosulfonic acid membranes equilibrated with the water vapor, the electro-osmotic drag coefficient is unity for the wide range of operating conditions. 29 According to Eq. 1, the electro-osmosis of water is a function of current density and is always from anode to cathode side. Thermo-osmosis water flux (N m|T h 0 ) across the PEM is expressed in a similar way to mass diffusion flux. 19 
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Within Eq. 2, D T is the thermo-osmotic diffusivity and ∇T is the temperature gradient across the PEM. The direction of the electro-osmosis water transport depends on the membrane properties and is always in the direction of increased total entropy. 33, 34 For Nafion membranes, it has been shown that the direction of electroosmosis is from cold to hot side but altogether, the magnitude of electro-osmosis flux is generally smaller than of the diffusion within the normal operational current density range of the PEFC. 19 The water transport in the gas diffusion medium is due to the pressure gradient (capillary pressure and vapor transport) and PCI flow. In operation, the water near the CL in the gas phase diffuses through the gas diffusion media and condenses at the gas channel or on the land which is cooler. 8 The resulting phase change induced flow is a particularly dominant transport mechanism at higher temperature regimes where temperature gradients are higher internally. The direction of PCI flow is from hot to cold region, and the magnitude of the PCI flow is non-linearly proportional to the temperature gradient. 18, 35 In summary, according to Fig. 1 , the water distribution throughout the PEFC is a function of different driving forces and determined by the interplay amongst water uptake (function of water concentration), the electro-osmotic drag (from anode to cathode), the diffusion of water down the activity gradient, and temperature gradient driven flow in the membrane and porous media. The PCI flow is particularly important here since the temperature gradient can be engineered via selection of the GDL and MPL thermal properties. The measurement of net water drag coefficient for different material configurations and operating conditions provides a quantitative tool to study the net effect of different water transport mechanism on the water balance within the PEFC.
Experimental approach.-The fuel cell used in this work has a single channel serpentine flow field, an active area of 5 cm 2 , and was manufactured by Fuel Cell Technologies (Albuquerque, NM). The anode and cathode reactant flows are operated in a co-flow arrangement. All testing was conducted in galvanostatic mode. The membrane electrode assemblies (MEA) used were manufactured by Ion-Power (New Castle, DE). Membranes were 25.4 μm (dry) thickness with a catalyst loading of 0.3 mg Pt.cm −2 on both the anode and cathode. The diffusion media (DM) plays an important role in water management within the PEFC and similar to DM, the microporous layer (MPL) also consists of carbon but in the form of black powder and an additional hydrophobic agent like PTFE. One of the primary functions of the MPL is to protect the catalysts layer from damage by DM fibers, promote suitable contact resistance and it also plays a critical role in water management. 36 In this work, the DM used on both electrodes was provided by W. L. Gore and Associates (Newark, DE) and was the same in all tests, with a thickness of 165 μm and uncompressed porosity of 0.705. The DM type in this work was non-woven carbon fiber paper. The freestanding MPLs used were PTFE-carbon black composite web with continuous, highly-uniform (crack-free), and conformable structure. The MPLs were specifically engineered to provide varied thermal and mass transport resistance as summarized in Table I . The thermal conductivities of the MPL samples were measured using a QTM-500 conductivity meter from Kyoto Electronics Manufacturing, Ltd (Kyoto, Japan). The nominal precision and reproducibility of the instrument were +/−5% and +/−3%, respectively. MPL1 was comprised of approximately 70 w% Ketjenblack EC300J carbon black, 10 w% graphite powder, and PTFE binder. MPLs 2 and 3 were each comprised of 70 w% proprietary carbon black (the same raw material in both cases), and PTFE binder. The higher conductivity of MPL 2 was achieved by increasing the carbon packing density. A Scribner Associates Inc. (Southern Pines, NC) fuel cell test station was used to control the gas flow rates and other operating parameters. The test station was subjected to an extensive calibration and characterization process similar to the procedure outlined in Ref. 37 in order to make sure that the humidification bottles and mass flow controllers deliver the targeted dew points and flow rates. For real time net water drag measurement, four calibrated dew point temperature sensors (HMT336) by Vaisala Inc. (Helsinki, Finland) were used to measure the dew point temperatures of the gases entering and exiting the anode and cathode in real-time. The data acquisition system (NI 9207, National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX) was implemented using LabView to calculate the real-time net water drag coefficient. Tape heaters with multi-zone PID controller (Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT) were utilized to heat the lines entering and exiting the dew point temperature sensors as well as the sensors in order to avoid water condensation. A schematic of the test configuration is shown in Fig. 2 .
Operating conditions.-Baseline operating conditions are summarized in Table II . The fuel cell flow field temperature for all testing was 80
• C. Hydrogen (ultra-high purity) was used at the anode, and air (ultra-zero grade) utilized at the cathode. Constant anode and cathode stoichiometries of 4 were used for all the tests described here. The anode and cathode inlet relative humidities were both 100% at 80
• C for the baseline operating conditions. A back pressure of 50 kPa (gauge pressure) was applied to both anode and cathode for all the tests. Anode Cathode
The wide range of operating conditions (OC) used are listed in Table III . All operational parameters in these tests are identical to the baseline, with the exception of the relative humidity conditions as shown. Table IV. A schematic illustration of the cross section of the symmetric and asymmetric material configurations is shown in Fig. 3 . The fuel cell in all configurations, consists of a membrane sandwiched between two gas diffusion electrodes with different MPL properties of anode and cathode side. These assemblies are pressed between two flow fields of serpentine design.
PEFC configurations.-The different combinations of MPLs used listed in
The transport of reactant species occurs by diffusion and convection within the PEFC. However, the local transport to the active catalyst site is normally dominated by diffusion. The diffusion phenomena involves bulk diffusion in the gas phase, Knudsen diffusion within the small pores followed by the dissolution and diffusion through water and ionomer adjacent to the catalyst site. Adopting the single-phase transport model, 38, 39 the local diffusive flux can be linearized through defining the mass transfer coefficient, k, which is defined as the ratio of overall diffusion coefficient over the diffusion path. 40 The mass transfer coefficient is of a great interest since it can be obtained from the experimental data of flux and the concentration difference ( C) even if the exact geometry or diffusion distance, is not known. The inverse of the mass transfer coefficient is defined as the mass transport resistance, R M .
The resistance network analogy similar to the analogy has been defined in Ref. 40 can be used to account for the resistance in series, shown schematically in Fig. 4 . Although the diffusion coefficient and diffusion path length vary from inlet to outlet of the fuel cell and gas channels, an average value for the transport resistance is considered. In this work, as depicted in Fig. 3 , the difference among the various configurations is the change in microporous layer. Accordingly, the focus here is the diffusion dominant mode. Accounting for the tortuosity, the empirical Bruggeman formula is applied to approximate the effective diffusion coefficient. 36, [41] [42] [43] [44] The mass transport resistance ratio for the cathode sides of the different material configurations are calculated using Eq. 4. It is important to note that the MPL within the diffusion media is the only component of the resistance-in-series analog that is being changed among the different material configurations and as it was mentioned, we have considered the diffusion as the dominant transport mechanism. The diffusion media used here includes the macroscopic porous section (it will be referred as DM within the whole paper) and micro-porous layer (MPL).
Where for the porosity,
The same approach is applied to derive the thermal resistance (R T ) ratios for the cathode sides of the different material configurations.
The mass transport resistance and thermal resistance ratios for the set of materials tested are shown in Table V . Mass and thermal resistance ratios of unity indicate that the transport properties are unchanged versus the symmetric baseline case (configuration 1).
Net water drag calculations.-The net water drag (NWD) is defined as the net water transferred across the membrane toward the cathode side, and includes the combined effects of all modes of transport in the membrane. Accordingly, considering the conservation of mass on the water in the anode, the net water drag coefficient (C NWD ) is defined according to the following:
According to Eq. 7, a positive net water drag coefficient implies an overall water transport from the anode to the cathode. A negative net water drag coefficient implies a net transport from cathode to the anode.
The dew point sensor at the anode inlet and outlet are used to determine the inlet and outlet water vapor flow rate, respectively, based on the following formulas. n in,an
where ψ H 2 represents the stoichiometric coefficient of hyrgoen. Dew point temperature sensors are also used in the reactant flow lines to calculate the water vapor flow rates in the inlet and outlet of the cathode. A calculation at steady state was performed to verify that the total mass is conserved and the gauges were functioning properly. Within Eqs. 11 and 12, ψ O 2 is the stoichiometric coefficient of the oxygen. The net water drag coefficient from the sensor readings is therefore computed through Eqs. 8, 9 and 7. The water amount at the cathode inlet and outlet, as well as water generation rate, was calculated using Eqs. 11, 12 and 13 respectively. The resulting outcome was then plugged into Eq. 10 in order to verify the mass conservation. For all the data discussed here, the experimental deviation from achieving conservation of mass with Eq. 10 was less than 5%, confirming a true steady state was achieved and any storage/depletion of water from measured data was negligible during measurement.
Three different configurations of the cell material assemblies were tested, as described in Table IV . Polarization curves and net water drag coefficients were obtained for different cell assemblies and operating conditions. The tests for each operation conditions and material configurations were repeated 4 times, recording continuous data for 3 minutes at each point and accordingly, the final average data were obtained as presented. The error bars at each condition were calculated based on the maximum deviation from the average data points. It is important to note that the error bars have been shown for net water drag values only since the error bars associated with the polarization curves were small (maximum error was 4%). cell components are listed in Table VI , and material properties are summarized in Table VII . In general, the single-phase model is not sufficient and accurate enough to capture the mass transport limitations near the limiting current and under super-saturated operating conditions. As a result, the main goal of the simple model developed in this paper is to simulate the temperature distribution within the membrane and porous media of an operating cell for the ohmic dominated regions and under the dry operating conditions. The following assumptions have been adopted within the model:
Mathematical Modeling
1. Model is two-dimensional (in x and y) as shown in Fig. 5 and has reached steady state 2. The dominant mode of heat transfer in the fuel cell components is conduction. Convective heat transfer due to flow of reactant gas species in porous media and membrane phase is neglected since the Peclet number is small. 45, 46 3. Thermal contact resistance is neglected. 47 
Material properties are homogeneous but can be anisotropic
Mathematical model.-An in-house simple single-phase model has developed and the coupled species, energy and charge transport equations have been solved. These equations can be cast in the more general form of Eq. 14 for the 2-D domain. Equation 14 has been used for modeling species transport, energy transport and charge transport and the description of various variables are provided in Table VIII.
Table VIII includes the modeling parameters for the conservation equations depicted in Eq. 14 where for the energy transport, the conduction is assumed to be the dominant heat transfer mode. 45 ,46 η = ϕ s − ϕ e − U OC [15] where η represents overpotential, ϕ s represents solid phase potential, ϕ e is the electrolyte phase potential and U OC is the open circuit potential, which is zero on anode side. For the cathode side of a low temperature fuel cell, U OC can be approximated as the following: 45, 50 U OC = 1.23 − 9.0 × 10 −4 (T − 298.15) [16] The effective proton conductivity of the anode and the cathode catalyst layers is described using Bruggeman correlation: 
RT Fη
Where ε mc is the volume fraction of ionomer in the CL and κ is proton conductivity as a function of temperature and water content.
Boundary conditions.-In this work we have adopted the single domain approach and as a result, the boundary conditions are only required at the external surfaces of the computational domain. According to the computational domain shown in Fig. 5 , due to symmetry, the boundary conditions are only specified in the through-plane direction and the rest of the boundaries are treated as symmetric. At the anode/cathode channel inlet, the species concentrations are determined by the inlet pressure and humidity. For the thermal boundary conditions, a constant temperature is applied to the anode and cathode land boundary consistent with a liquid cooled system. At the anode/cathode channel inlet, convective boundary conditions are applied for energy equation with Nusselt number calculated from the internal laminar flow.
Results and Discussion
Numerical results.-The computational model was used to perform a parametric study of the effect of MPL properties of cathode side on the temperature distribution within the operando PEFC at dry operating conditions. For the simulations, conditions were chosen so that the material configurations were not subjected to extreme dry-out or flooding and therefore, the model assumptions mentioned earlier, will stay true for these conditions. Also, since the main objective is to compare the temperature distribution among the different configurations, neglecting the contact resistance in the modeling framework does not affect the validity of such a comparison. The material configurations 1, 2 and 3 were modeled at two different cases of operation at 0.75 V and 0.6 V. In order to compare the through-plane temperature distributions among the different configurations, the predicted through-plane temperature distribution have been plotted in the following figure for the cut-plain shown within Fig. 6 .
The simulated through-plane temperature distribution profiles are shown in Fig. 6 . The model simulation is generally in good agreement with the reported simulation data from other models.
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Experimental results.-The effect of operating conditions on performance curves and net water drag coefficients.- Figure 7 shows the performance curves and net water drag coefficients for material configuration 1. Comparing wet and dry operating condition (Fig.  7a) , the inflection point shifts from current density of 0.8 A.cm −2 for wet operating condition to 1.1 A.cm −2 for dry operating condition, confirming significant mass transport improvement. The super dry operating condition exhibits the inflection point of 0.8 A.cm −2 but with a considerable increase in ohmic losses due to the severe decrease in water content. Figure 7b shows the net water drag coefficient measured for material configuration 1 for different operating conditions. For wet operating conditions, the net water drag coefficient is +0.0242 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 0.2 A.cm −2 and decreases to −0.1125 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 1.2 A.cm −2 . Therefore, for the range of current densities tested, the net flux of water increases toward the anode side with increased current density. For dry operating conditions, the net water drag coefficient is −0.005 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at a current density of 0.2 A.cm −2 and increases to +0.0676 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at a current density of 1.2 A.cm −2 . The trend of net water drag coefficients for this case confirms the higher net flux of water toward cathode with increased current. For super dry operating conditions, the net water drag coefficient is +0.1679 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 0.2 A.cm −2 and increases to +0.1840 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 0.9 A.cm −2 . Similar to dry operating conditions, the values of net water drag coefficients are all positive, confirming the net water drag from anode to cathode side with considerable increase in the amount of water flux compared to dry operating conditions toward the cathode side. Figure 8 shows the performance curves and net water drag coefficients for material configuration 2 in which the thermal resistance of the cathode side has been decreased. For this material configuration, the polarization curve (Fig. 8a) exhibit similar dependencies on the operating conditions as observed for symmetric configuration. Fig. 8b demonstrates the net water drag coefficient. For wet operating conditions, increased current increases the water flux toward the cathode side, similarly to the symmetric material configuration 1. For dry operating conditions, the net water flux is toward cathode side at low current densities but at current density of 0.68 (A.cm −2 ) the direction of water flux changes and increases toward anode side with increased current. This behavior is different than the trend already shown for symmetric material configuration indicating the ability to manipulate the net water flux direction using engineered MPL asymmetric architecture. For super dry operating conditions, the net water drag coefficient is relatively constant +0.1753 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at all current density tested. All the values of net water drag coefficient are positive for super dry operating conditions and therefore, for all the current densities tested, the flux of water is from anode to cathode side exhibiting the similar trend as symmetric material configuration. Figure 9 shows the performance curves and net water drag coefficients for material configuration 3 in which the thermal and mass transport resistance of cathode side is decreased. The dependency of polarization curves to operating conditions is similar to the behavior observed for material configuration 2 but with decreased mass transport overpotential at high current density regimes for wet conditions. In this case, for wet operating conditions, the inflection point is at the current density of 1.1 A.cm −2 indicating improved mass transport properties. Fig. 9b demonstrates the net water drag and increases to −0.0407 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 1.2 A.cm −2 . Therefore increased current density decreases the water flux toward the anode side. For the range of current densities tested, however, the net water flux is still toward the anode side.
For dry operating conditions, a similar trend to the material configuration 2 was observed. The direction of net water flux is toward cathode side at low current density regimes and the magnitude of the flux decreases via increased current density and the direction of water flux flips to anode side at current density of 0.44 A.cm −2 . For super dry operating condition, the net water drag coefficient is again relatively constant in the range of around +0.16 to +0.17. All the values of net water drag coefficient are positive for super dry operating conditions and therefore, for the range of current densities tested, the flux of water is from anode to cathode side exhibiting the similar trend observed at material configuration 1 and 2, reflecting the super dry conditions.
The effect of material configurations on performance curves and net water drag coefficients.- Figure 10a shows the comparison of performance curves for different material configurations operating at baseline conditions. The cell temperature is maintained at 80
• C and the anode and cathode inlet gas streams are humidified to 100%. Both anode and cathode sides are pressurized to 150 kPa absolute at the outlet, so the pressure gradient across the membrane can be considered negligible. The performance curves at low and medium current density are characterized with a kinetic drop at very low current densities and an ohmic region characterized by a constant slope at medium current density. The deviation from linear behavior at high current density regimes is the characteristic of dominant mass transport overpotential and at this regime, the mass transport of reactants to catalyst layers decreases the cell performance. According to Fig. 10a , the asymmetric material configuration decreases the mass transport overpotential (current densities above 0.8 A.cm −2 ) and specifically material configuration 3 with lower mass transport resistance, exhibits better mass transport behavior among other cases. Figure 10b shows the net water drag coefficients calculated for these baseline condition tests. For the symmetric case at baseline condition the net water drag coefficients starts from +0.0242 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 0.2 A.cm −2 and decreases to −0.1125 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 1.2 A.cm −2 . Based on the results, the net flux of water is dominated by the back diffusion of water toward the anode side. A similar trend in net water drag coefficient is observed for asymmetric configuration 2 compared to the symmetric case, where the net water drag coefficient is +0.0297 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 0.2 A.cm −2 and decreases to −0.1658 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 1.2 A.cm −2 . For this configuration as well, increasing the current density increases the back flux of water toward anode. For a diffusive dominated system, changing the thermal resistance ratio across the cell does not change the trend of water flux. In contrast to latter cases, the net water drag coefficient exhibits a totally different trend for asymmetric configuration 3. The net water drag coefficient is −0.0939 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 0.2 A.cm −2 and increases to −0.0407 (molH 2 O/molH + ) at current density of 1.2 A.cm −2 . Although the net water drag coefficients are still negative, the trend of the curve is clearly changed compared to the symmetric case.
In this configuration, and under wet conditions, the mass transport properties of the MPL play a significant role in the overall water management. In this regime, the MPL works primarily as a barrier for the liquid water. As a result, decreased mass transport resistance in the cathode side decreases the back flux of water toward anode side.
In summary, when the cell is operating at wet operating conditions, the mass transport resistance is a more significant factor in net water drag compared to thermal resistance. For wet operating conditions, the material configuration with decreased mass transport ratio of the cathode side is favored since configuration 3 allows for higher water flux removal from the cathode catalyst layer and a lower back flux of water toward the anode side. Figure 11a shows the comparison of polarization curves for different material configurations operating at relatively drier conditions. The cell temperature is maintained at 80
• C and the anode and cathode inlet gas streams are humidified to 50%. Both anode and cathode sides were pressurized to 150 kPa absolute at the inlet. According to Fig. 11a , the utilization of asymmetric material configuration with reduced thermal and mass transport resistance of the cathode side clearly decreases the mass transport losses at current densities greater than 0.8 A.cm −2 . Figure 11b shows the variation of net water drag coefficient for different material configurations operating at dry condition. According to Fig. 11b , the net water drag coefficient for the symmetric configuration increases with increased current and goes from −0.005 (molH 2 . This observation is consistent with previously observed behavior for symmetric cells operating at dry conditions, where the dominant water transport regime is electro-osmosis toward the cathode, evaporation and removal through the free stream. 21 In comparison to the symmetric case, however, the asymmetric configuration 2 completely changes the trend of water transport. The net water drag is +0.0827 (molH 2 (Figs. 6 and 7) . The utilization of asymmetric configuration of cathode versus anode with decreased thermal resistance decreases the phase-changed induced flow (PCI) within the gas diffusion media of the cathode side at high current densities, when a significant through-plane temperature gradient is developed. The reason for decreased PCI flow is the decrease in temperature gradient across the diffusion media, since the magnitude of PCI flow is a function (Arrhenius behavior 18 ) of temperature gradient across the diffusion media and the PCI flow is from cathode catalyst layer toward lands and water condensation appears underneath lands. Decreased PCI flow increases the back diffusion of water compared to electro-osmosis and results in increased net back flux of water toward anode. This behavior is clearly shown in Fig. 11b , where the magnitude of net water flux becomes negative for high current densities regimes of configuration 2 and configuration 3.
In summary, when the cell operating at relatively dry conditions, the thermal resistance is a more critical parameter compared to mass transport resistance, since the PCI flow plays an important role in the overall water management. The PCI flow out of the cathode decreases at high current density regimes for dry operating conditions if an MPL with lower thermal resistance is utilized in cathode side (configuration 2 and 3) and the decreased PCI flow increases the back flux of water toward the anode side. Figure 12a shows the comparison of performance curves for different material configurations operating at super dry conditions. The cell temperature is maintained at 80
• C while the hydrogen gas is humidified to 50% and the cathode gas stream was not humidified. Both anode and cathode sides were pressurized to 150 kPa absolute at the inlet. In this operating conditions, the ohmic losses associated with the dehydration of the membrane is the dominant losses. As it is shown, the utilization of asymmetric MPL configuration with the reduced thermal resistance of the anode side significantly reduces the ohmic overpotential and improves the cell performance. Figure 12b shows the net water drag coefficients for different material configurations at super dry operating conditions. In contrast to baseline and dry operating conditions, the water drag coefficients for all the cases are positive, confirming the dominant water flux from the anode to the cathode side via electro-osmosis drag.
Overall, the asymmetric MPL configuration with different mass and thermal transport resistance of cathode versus anode can be utilized to engineer the water drag coefficient (and as a result the water transport behavior) at different operating conditions. When the cell is operating in wet conditions, the utilization of an MPL with lower mass transport resistance of cathode versus anode side decreases the flooding, at high current density regimes. However, for dry and super dry operating conditions, the MPL with lower thermal resistance of cathode versus anode side is favored since it reduces the water removal via PCI flow increasing the back flux of water. 
Conclusions
In this paper, net water drag coefficients in operating PEFCs were measured for different configurations of cell materials with varied thermal and mass transport resistance values in the microporous layer. The net water drag coefficient was measured in the range of −0.17 to +0.18 depending on the operating conditions and material configurations. For the material configurations tested, it was shown that for the systems operating at dry conditions, thermal properties of the MPL are more significant than the mass transport resistance in terms of engineering net water drag coefficient. However, for PEFCs operating under wet conditions, the mass transport properties are more significant. In addition, it was shown that the net water drag coefficients for symmetric anode and cathode MPLs are a strong function of operating conditions, and asymmetric configuration of MPLs can be used to improve the cell performance for high current. It was also shown that the material configuration with lower thermal resistance at the cathode side is capable of changing the overall net water drag coefficient trend with current for dry operating conditions at high current densities, which can be used to prevent dry-out. In order to better understand the underlying reason for improved water balance management via asymmetric material configuration, a mathematical model was developed and the temperature distribution across the cell was simulated for different material configurations and operating conditions. According to the model prediction, the phase-change-induced flow dominates at dry operating conditions and therefore, reduced phase-change-induced flow via asymmetric material configuration increases the back flux of water and results in improved performance. Also, it was shown that for extremely dry operating conditions the utilization of asymmetric material configuration is capable of decreasing the ohmic overpotential at high current density regimes, but does not affect the overall trend of net water drag coefficient. As a result, the net water drag coefficient remains relatively constant at excessively dry operating conditions independent of various material configurations. The results of this study can be used for engineering water balance in PEFCs as well as serve as bench mark data for computational validation studies. 
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